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A message from the Chairman
What we do

With over 150 members BVT is an

Balerno Village Trust traces its roots back to 2003
when it was first formed by Balerno Community
Council as the Balerno Village Conservation and
Development Forum.
BVT’s relate to the Balerno area and include:
• Sustainability
• Community development
• Education & health, and
• Providing grants as funds allow, to other local
organisations in pursuit of the same aims.

organisation with a real base in the
community, focused on serving and helping
to develop the village and the area.
2013 was an exciting year with the launch
of Harlaw Hydro, but it has also allowed BVT time to reflect on
what it needs to do to achieve the success which we all want
to see. That is why we applied for funding to enable us to
build capacity. We are delighted that 2014 will see us taking a
major step forward when we engage both a development
Manager and an Administration Worker who will be with us for
at least the next two years until mid 2016.

Our projects aim to complement and support the
work of the Balerno Community Council.
BVT is a company limited by guarantee with
charitable status.
As a Development Trust, we are members of the
Development Trusts Association (DTA Scotland), and
are well constituted to start and run community
enterprises.
We are an open organisation – open to local people
who would like to add to the quality of our
community life.

In the following pages you will be able to see what we have
been doing over the past year as well as the preparations,
which we are making for the future. The Farmers Market is
and will always be at the centre of what we do, providing both
a regular shop window for the Trust and also, importantly
meeting one of our key aims in helping to build the
community. There is much more to be done in building the
Market itself and we know that 2014 will offer important
opportunities for that.
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2013 also saw the return of Apple Day which had had to be
cancelled in 2012, and we can now say that that coupled with
the success of Tattie Day in 2014, Balerno now has two
popular, important and highly successful community events in
its calendar
I am confident also that 2014 will see significant steps forward
with the Walled Garden Project. We have had some
disappointments this year with funding applications on that
but we are confident that work will be able to start o the
Garden in 2015.
I hope that you enjoy reading about the Trust in this Report.
Hugo Whitaker
Chair, Balerno Village Trust

Sustain Balerno is a sub-group of the Village Trust established in 2010 to take
forward the Trusts ambitions relating to development of environmental initiatives
Ready to help at
and especially the work which was grant aided under the Climate Challenge Fund.
2014 Tattie Day
Sustain Balerno has had an active year during which it produced Apple Day (26
October 2013) and Tattie Day (22 February 2014). It also hosts the Balerno Bee
Hive and organised the Main Street Team in the summer.
There are over 100 names on Sustain Balerno's volunteer list and over 30 were
directly involved on Apple Day with 20 involved on Tattie Day. Apple Day is more
labour intensive with the harvesting of
Ravelrig Walled Garden
apples also absorbing volunteer labour on
Negotiations have continued throughout the year and the Trust is now almost the days running up to the event.
within reach of an agreement with the owners of Ravelrig Walled Garden for
a lease to the Trust. Outline plans for the preferred option for development as Apple Day and Tattie Day are the two
a Community Garden are under development with preparation of concept biggest fundraising events which the Trust
undertakes together producing over £900
diagrams as the first stage in a consultation process.
to enable the Trust to carry on its
Considerable effort went into the search for funding for development of the activities.
Garden over the year, and that search is continuing. The Trust is
disappointed not to be able to report greater progress on this project
but is confident of positive outcomes in
2014/15.

Balerno Bee Hive
Balerno Bee Hive was started in
spring 2013, and in the summer of
that year Balerno Village Trust took
delivery of three hives. Following a
generous donation from one of our
Tatties on show at
experienced and enthusiastic
Tattie Day 2014
keepers we were able to acquire
t h re e n u c l e i i a n d i n J u l y t h e
refurbished hives were supplied with
their new tenants. The colonies all
survived into 2014. Balerno Bee Hive
have experienced bee-keepers
working alongside and training
novices in what is an exciting new venture for the Trust.
Bees are under threat like never before, with their numbers
declining. There is strong evidence that neonicotinoids – a
class of pesticide first used in agriculture in the mid 1990s at
exactly the time when mass bee disappearances started
occurring – are involved in the deaths. Another major factor is
intensive agriculture – mono-cultures and the widespread use
of pesticides and herbicides contributes to a loss of habitat and
food for bees. Organic farming, by contrast, encourages higher
levels of wildlife – including bees – on organic farms. Bees are
amazing - not only do they fulfill a vital role in our ecosystem;
they are one of the most complex and sophisticated living
things in the history of evolution. One of every three bites of
our food comes from plants pollinated by honeybees and other
pollinators.
The Bee Hive Group will develop the initiative in 2014/15.
Whilst honey for humans will not be on the radar for some time
yet, it is good to see honeybees in the local area.

Preparing the fruit for
2013 Apple Day

Main Street team
In spring 2013 it became clear that, because
ot the severe pressure on local government
funding, tthat the planted areas in the Main
Street were unlikely to receive the level of
care which many residents thought
necessary.
The Trust approached the Community
Council and City of Edinburgh Council to
s e e k t h e i r a g r e e m e n t t o t h e Tr u s t
undertaking some work on the flower beds. A
weeding team worked on the flower beds on
several Saturdays throughout the summer,
coinciding with Market Days.

Balerno Farmers Market
The Farmers Market was the first project undertaken by
BVT’s predecessor and celebrated its ninth birthday in April
of this year. The Market operates on the second Saturday
of each month except January, between 9.00am and
1.00pm.

Trust News is the Trust's free
quarterly newslette. It is published in
December, March, June and
September in hard copy and on line,
and is also irculated to all members
of the Trust by e-mail. The first issue
of Trust News was published in
December 2012 and three editions
were issued between April 2013 and
the end of March 2014. The Trust
will be assessing the benefits of
Trust News during 2014.

&
The Trust was the initiator of and remains a
Partner Body in the Balerno Music Festival
Society which was founded in 2008. It
organised the Balerno Busk at the 6th
Festival in 2013 and will promote a similar
event at the 7th Festival in September and
October 2014.

BVT owns the stalls which are erected each month by a
small team of support staff and volunteers. The Market is
managed by a sub-group comprising five directors who
meet once a month both to manage the upcoming market
and also to agree the development programme for the
Market.
In 2013 the sub-group arranged themes for each market
including a Daffodil Market in April when each customer
received a free bunch of daffodils - until stocks were
exhausted. The October Market always coincides with the
Balerno Music Festival and in 2013 featured the inaugural
'Festival Busk'; to be reprised in 2014 we hope. The
Market is also one of the hosts for Balerno Christmas,
instituted in 2012, which returned again in 2013, with carol
singing, decorated stalls and a
visit from Santa Claus.
The Market is the Trust’s principal
source for income for its other
activities. During 2013/14 it
recorded a net operating profit of
just under £2000. Its role in the
community is much more however
than simply raising funds for BVT's
other operations. It forms the
background for many of the
community's connections and
initiatives. The availability of
community stalls located alongside
commercial stalls is a popular and
useful feature of the Market. The
community stalls allow fundraising
Farmers Market June 2013
by local nurseries, scout groups
and the like, and also provide a
ready outlet for information about local events and
organisations. Stalls have also been
taken regularly by students from
Balerno High School as part of the
Young Enterprise initiative.

Balerno Busk at the
2013 Music festival

The Trust is acutely conscious of the
need for investment in the market, not
simply in terms of equipment although
we have started on a programme of
refurbishment of the stalls, which will
continue into 2015. We also plan a
programme of researching what our
customers want to see at the Market
so that we can better provide for its
future and confirm its place in the life
of the community.

Looking to the future
The Trust plans to continue with the monthly Farmers Markets and the Annual Tattie Day
plus if crop quality permits to hold an Apple Day in October 2014.
The Trust has received grant funding under Scottish Government’s
Strengthening Communities Programme to employ a part-time
Development Manager and a part-time Administrative Assistant for
a two year period. It is anticipated these posts will be filled by
summer 2014. As an anchor organisation in the community the
employment of these staff will assist the Trust to achieve greater
sustainability and longer term resilience. It is anticipated the project
to regenerate the walled garden at Ravelrig into a community
garden with allotments will be progressed by this additional
resource.
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Ravelrig Walled Garden
the next big challenge!

